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It’s a complex business to get it right, and every loo has its quirky aspects like this new addition that recently
flew in to Ritchies Hut in Victoria’s Alpine National Park.

MUCH ADO ABOUT POO
It’s funny how many of the issues wrapped around a dunny in a national park have
parallels with the core concerns faced by anyone managing natural landscapes.
Like access – both to use the loo and to service it. Visitor expectations – is the toilet
where it needs to be; is it working; is it clean? Visual impact – how can we site our
loos not to ruin the views? Yes, dunnies are a hot topic, and to help keep on top of
it, the Australian Alps Program (publisher of this fine e-mag) has for years been
helping the agencies share their best-toilet-practice with each other. As John
McRae, the current Program Manager says, “We all know that toilets are really
important to people, that they’ll have a great time visiting the park but they’ll
remember a bad toilet. And here in the Alps any ranger will know about the extra
things that can go wrong with them – the ice plugs, the burst pipes.” And that’s not
all, which is why anyone dealing with toilets should keep a look out for the next
dunny workshop gathering to be organised by the Program where a lot of great info
sharing is expected to go down. But in the meantime, here’s a look at some of
what's been happening loo-wise across the three agencies…

up, up & away
You’d think flying a dunny into a remote location would be the simplest approach. And in
some ways it is, but that doesn’t mean it’s easily done. Behind those swift, glorious minutes
in the air lie hours of research, planning and co-operation by many expert hands. The new
toilet at Ritchies Hut in Victoria’s Alpine National Park is a great example. Parks Victoria
Senior Ranger Fleur Smith describes what was involved to make it happen. But first, the
why.
The original Ritchies Hut was a fishing hut built by Robert Ritchie (whose father part owned
Wonnangatta Station) and legendary local bushman Fred Fry. Sitting close to where the
Fourteen Mile Creek feeds into the Howqua River, the hut burned down in the 2006-07 fires
and a reconstruction now sits in its place. As Fleur explains, the hut’s previous toilet was
seven years old. Not only was its design obsolete (it’s no longer acceptable to build
unsealed pit toilets), it was also full.
“The process began in March last year when we put together a project plan to secure $50K
in Parks Victoria regional funding. Then in August, as part of my research into what we
needed, Kevin Cosgriff (Ranger Team Leader, Mt Beauty) took me on a tour of various
toilets around Falls Creek.” Fleur’s aim was to see how various designs worked, not only
from a user’s view-point (access, capacity, odour) but also from a maintenance
perspective. She was keen to spot the toilet design that would best allow a single staff
member, who’d walked in for routine inspection and maintenance, to deal with a full tank.
The new toilet also needed to be the right price.
“I’d been to an Alps Program workshop a few years back where I’d seen a presentation on
toilets which led me to a supplier that had a side shifter unit that looked promising. Kev
Cosgriff also suggested I contact Goughs to see what they had available.” In this version,
two pod-like tanks sit in a frame that’s topped by a track. The actual toilet cubicle sits on
this track so that when the first tank-pod is full, a ranger can push the cubicle across to sit
over the spare tank. In this design, excess liquids are channelled away through a filtration
system to avoid the tanks filling too quickly. “Being sealed for solids, the tanks meet EPA
and Parks Victoria requirements. The unit also came with a tall vent pipe which helps
reduce odours and improve the experience for visitors.” Corrugated iron also reduces
odours, unlike the old timber toilets still scattered across the Alps and the Howqua Valley
today.

But wait, there’s more. The toilet was available as a flat packed kit, which made it easier to
fly in, and the price – confirmed after a bit of comparison – was right. “In the end, we came
in nicely under budget with the toilet delivered, flown in and installed at around $40K.”
Of course siting this new toilet installation would need to be done carefully. Fleur had
walked in to do a site survey and so had six site options to offer planning officer Cath
Richardson who considered each in the context of the hut precinct’s cultural heritage,
native vegetation, biodiversity value and Native Title overlays. One of the options offered
minimum impact on all counts.
At this point, the complex logistical sequence necessary to remove the old toilet and deliver
and install the new one began. Fleur, Ranger Team Leader Chris Clarke from Whitfield and
two Project Fire Fighters walked in to dismantle the old toilet and pile it up ready to be lifted
out. Signage went up to explain the disruption to visitors, licensed tour operators and
school groups.

Ranger Team Leader Chris Clarke (left) and the team with Chris’s nifty system for working how much an old
toilet weighs: essential information when it must be flown out by helicopter.

A comprehensive schedule of steps had been drawn up so that the process was
completely mapped out down to every pair of hands and each flight in and out. Each load
had to be pre-calculated for weight: both the new toilet components going in and the old
bundled dismantled toilet coming out. “As well as a pilot and air observer, we needed an
Air base Manager who’d be in contact with the pilot while sitting in a Parks Victoria vehicle
at Eight Mile Flat fitted with a trunk radio and UHF for communication. The Air Base
Manager communicated with the pilot and the State Air Desk. We’d also need two
qualified sling loaders at the Flat as well as another two at Ritchie’s Hut. It took some doing
to find this many people with the qualifications.” Further hands were needed to stop vehicle
or pedestrian traffic in the area during the lifts with Area Chief Ranger, Bart Smith sitting at
his desk in Mansfield on the day in case of any unforseen circumstances and the entire
Parks Victoria Western Alps Team. All up, Fleur estimates a dozen people were involved.
On the day – March 1st – the preparations paid off. “We were all from different departments
and everyone worked beautifully together.” In the week that followed it took two days for
the three Western Alps Mansfield staff Rhyl Shaw Ranger Team Leader, Fleur Smith,
Senior Ranger and Chris Clarke Ranger Team Leader who’d walked the four kilometres in
from 16 Mile Jeep Track, to put the kit together along with another day for Bart Smith, Area
Chief Ranger and Nigel Watts, Senior Ranger to add the finishing touches.

“The new toilet is easier to get to for visitors than before – they don’t have to climb a hill –
and its life expectancy is indefinite. We bought two extra pod tanks, and when it’s time to
empty them out, we’ll use the approach taken by Kevin Cosgriff at Falls Creek: an annual
air lift.”
And in answer to the question that must be asked – was Fleur tempted to set up the toilet
in the Mansfield yard – the answer is yes. “I was thinking of doing a trial run before-hand
but the packaging was so comprehensive we decided to leave it as it was to make the lift
easier. I’d also briefly thought about building the toilet and lifting it in, completed, but we
weren’t confident it wouldn’t be damaged in transit.” So much for the image of the flying
toilet…

The old loo’s floor and pedestal being lifted out, headed towards Eight Mile Flat using a long ranger
helicopter.

cross-border boggers
Who would think that a dotted line drawn on a map would have any bearing on where
people go to the loo? The strange thing is, that’s exactly what’s behind the toilets – literally
– at these two ACT Parks’ sites. To put it simply, visitors to Mount Franklin or Mount
Gingera may not know it, but to use the toilet at either location, they cross the border. They
leave the ACT to do their business in New South Wales. And before you leap to the

conclusion that this situation must surely strain relations between the two managing parks
agencies, understand that this arrangement is longstanding and a great example of the
sort of cross-border co-operative management that the Australian Alps Program celebrates
and supports. Murrumbidgee Ranger Brandon Galpin knows these two toilets well and is
happy to explain how it all works…
“Both Mount Franklin and Mount Gingera sit on the border drawn when Canberra was put
in position and allotted its water shed.” Around 1914, Harry Mouat, one of the survey team
that drew that dotted line around Australia’s capital, created the section of line that runs
through both Franklin and Gingera. “It’s a line that delineates where a drop of rain would
notionally fall: if it flows to the east it feeds the Cotter catchment to become drinking water
in Canberra; to the west it flows towards the Goodradigbee River.” Clearly Canberra’s
founding fathers understood the importance of a source of reliable clean water, and having
invested in the survey to create that source, they were also careful to protect it. “When the
chalet at Mount Franklin was built in 1938 by the Canberra Alpine Club, as part of their
lease agreement, they sited the toilets over the border in New South Wales.
After the 2003 fires the site up at Mount Franklin was a vision of Armageddon. The chalet
was burned to the ground but the toilets had survived with just a scorching.” These were
repaired, and they continued to service visitors to the site on which in the years since, a
memorial footprint of the chalet has been installed and nearby, a new shelter structure.
Over at the base of Mount Gingera there’s a similar loo situation at the site of the research
hut built in the 1950s by forester, botanist and founder of the lost Australian Alpine Botanic
Gardens, Lindsay Pryor. The original hut still stands as did, until recently, it’s original toilet.
A lot like the Mount Franklin Chalet, Pryors hut sits virtually on the line dividing the ACT
from New South Wales and its toilet is a full 20 metres inside the New South Wales border.
Which brings us to another thing both the Franklin and Pyor’s Hut toilets have in common.
“These were pit toilets, and while there might once have been a metal liner in the one at
Pryors hut, it had fatigued and the ground water was clearly getting in to fill it up. Over at
Mount Franklin, we have to empty the pits more often and the raw geology means we can’t
be sure that there isn’t seepage.” Despite being on top of these mountains, rainfall and
snow-melt raises the ground water so that seepage is an issue whether it moves westward
into less populated areas or eastwards towards Canberra’s drinking fountains.

Visitors to Pryors Hut could be excused for not spotting the recent works to the toilet (above right, door to
come). Looking at it today it’s hard to picture the effort that went in below ground by NSW field staff Frank

Barnes with shovel, Cam Bates with jackhammer and Rob Burke taking the photo who drew up the plans,
decommissioned the old structure and built the new.

Dealing with two old toilets that no longer conform to best practice, brought together
agency staff from both sides of the border/rainfall line. Not that there was anything unusual
in that. “We’re always in touch with our brothers and sisters over the border. New South
Wales manage these toilets but we work together over any issues.” Recently there was a
flurry of activity at Pryors Hut. NSW capital works funding gained by Sarah Chubb and
Andrew Dickson, Brandon’s NSW Parks colleagues, made it possible to remove the old
toilet and replace it with a precast concrete tank pit toilet. “The toilet hut has been rebuilt
using reclaimed tin on the walls and roof over a slightly enlarged hardwood frame.” It may
look very similar to the previous toilet, but it will require less maintenance and there is less
risk that it could adversely affect either catchment.
Hot on its heels is a proposal for an ACT heritage grant for a similar make-over for the toilet
at Mount Franklin. “We plan to remove the old pit and fill it in with the material dug from the
new toilet site. We’ll also use a precast tank but we’ll be refurbishing the toilet hut and
moving it to sit over the new tank pit.” Given that the top half is being recycled, and thanks
to a thorough process of competitive quote gathering, Brandon estimates the ‘new’ Mount
Franklin loo will cost between $17 and $18K. The new site remains in NSW.

The 2003 fires destroyed the Mount Franklin Chalet (far above), pictured here in the mid 1950s. Its toilet
(below) survived, and there are plans to replace the below ground part of the structure while retaining the
upper section which is still in keeping with the original chalet.

It’s also a great feeling to know that when anyone is doing work like this in these very
special landscapes, they are doing it with minimum negative impact always at front of
mind. Closer to home, it’s also good to know, as Brandon points out, that when you turn on
the tap in Canberra you’ve still got the cleanest water of any capital city in Australia.

building it, and bagging it
Introducing a toilet into a natural landscape is a responsibility – and a balancing act – and
the toileting story near Mount Kosciusko is a good example. Anthony Evans, NSW National
Parks and Wildlife Service Area Manager of the Alpine-Queanbeyan Area explains this
complex, toilet-matrix challenge.
“For decades the need for a toilet on the Main Range near Mt Kosciuszko was obvious. In
summer especially there are 100,000 people visiting and everyone needs somewhere to
go.” Previously, visitors were looking for a little privacy in a totally open, treeless
landscape; and the evidence of their toileting activities – all 100,000 of them – was helping
to make a visit to Australia’s tallest mountain breathtaking for the wrong reason. “Portaloos
were tried on and off during the 1980 and 90s but their limited capacity meant they’d
overflow and stink, not to mention how unsightly they were.” Given they were also awkward
to maintain, they were not a long-term solution. Happily for everyone – visitors and parks
staff – a toilet facility at Rawson’s Pass was completed in 2008.
A great deal of thought went into that toilet block. “We put together a Human Waste
Management Strategy for Kosciuszko National Park (we titled it Taking Care of Business),
and from that we’d identified the issues to factor into any decisions made about the
Rawsons’ toilet. We knew it would need to service the bulk demand in summer, but that
there was also the issue of winter visitors. We were also mindful of the need to build a
structure that wouldn’t impact negatively on the appearance of the landscape.”
In the end, the solution that’s been produced is a combo package. The structure is bunkerlike which means it’s dug into the slope and doesn’t shout its presence. The toilet’s position
has been conveniently sited to suit the 75,000 visitors coming to the summit from Thredbo
and the 25,000 from Charlotte’s Pass. It’s large enough – six pedestals with tanks large
enough to cope with demand between pump outs – to cope with current and projected
growing demand. It also offers some parks’ equipment storage and has solar panels to
power lights and exhaust fans. All this is good news. On the down side, it was decided that
the facility focus solely on summer demand because to make the toilets accessible in
winter would have necessitated raising a building high enough to sit free of the snow where
it would stick out and compromise the view of the summit of Mount-Kosciusko. So how do
NSW Parks plan to deal with snow-time toilet demand?
Part of the answer lies an 18 minute walk from Rawsons Pass to the site of Seamans Hut.
Built in 1929, this well photographed memorial hut marks the place where Laurie Seaman
perished in the late winter of 1928. “People often camp near the hut, sleeping in tents and
making use of the hut to cook and gather together. But there’s no toilet nearby.” Which is
why plans are afoot to build a toilet at the hut. “This toilet needs to be accessible year
round given people are pitching their tents nearby on the snow. This means it will need to
sit elevated by about a meter. Working with the hut’s existing conservation management
plan the new structure will be built using similar materials to the existing hut, and we’re
currently considering various options to position it so that it doesn’t create a negative
impact visually, but is still close enough to be effective.” This all means that when the new
Seamans Hut toilet is up and operating, there will be both summer and winter toilet facilities
available on the Main Range, only 18 minutes apart.

The number of visitors prove this toilet’s in demand. What toilet? The one tucked in neatly at Rawson’s Pass
thanks to some serious thinking and planning and a big hole (below).

And while this goes a long way towards meeting the demand of a large group of people
who visit the area immediately around Mt Kosciuszko, there will always be the need to
manage human waste produced by more free ranging visitors – park wide and alps wide.
“Often people just don’t realize the impact of what they leave behind, especially in winter
when they dig a hole in the snow not knowing that after the snow melts, human wastecairns dot the landscape. People don’t appreciate that low temperatures and shallow,
nutrient poor soils mean decomposition is slow.” Hence the culture-shifting message that’s
being progressively shared. It’s a simple one and it’s standard practice in many natural
areas around the world. Bag it and bin it… in other words carry everything out. “There are
many products available to use but it doesn’t need to get too fancy – it’s just like picking up
after your dog.”

LOOKING FOR MORE DUNNY INFO?
Notes from the Alps Human Waste Workshop (2000):
https://theaustralianalps.files.wordpress.com/2013/12/human-waste.pdf

A review of toilet systems in the Australian Alps:
https://theaustralianalps.files.wordpress.com/2017/07/toilet-report-2001.pdf
General bush toilet guidelines:
https://theaustralianalps.wordpress.com/experience/caring/use-a-toilet-or-take-a-walk/
Find a loo website:
https://toiletmap.gov.au/Find

snippets - John McRae
BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED WATERS: When McKillop’s Bridge was first completed in the
early 1930s it was thought to be indestructible. This claim was thoroughly discredited when
the bridge was destroyed by a flash flood 11 days before its official opening. The
McKillop’s Bridge of today was built shortly afterwards on the foundations of the first
structure. It has since withstood both flood and fire for nearly a century. It’s quite a bridge. I
crossed it recently while visiting Gary Bellesini and David Butterworth from the Parks
Victoria Bendoc Office. Their patch of around 150,000 Ha includes parts of Errinundra
National Park and the Snowy River National Park. It’s beautiful, remote and rugged
country. No place for the faint hearted. It was a privilege to spend some time with these two
dedicated and hard working rangers from the south eastern limits of the Australian Alps.

McKillop’s Bridge over the Snowy River

HERTITAGE SKILLS WORKSHOP: In late Autumn 2017, around 35 participants attended
the biennial Australian Alps Heritage Skills Workshop which was co-hosted by Namadgi
National Park and Tidbinbilla Nature Reserve. As is usual with Alps events, there was a
good mix of agency and non-agency participants. The Kosciuszko Huts Association and
the Victorian High Country Huts Association were both strong contributors. The workshop
took a holistic approach to heritage matters, incorporating everything from Aboriginal rock
shelters to gardens gone wild. As a consequence, there was a bit less of the ‘hands on’
stuff than previous similar workshops. The weather was perfect for outdoor activities with
bright blue skies and no wind. Both venues are rich in cultural and natural heritage making
them ideal places to gather, learn, and share knowledge. There was great camaraderie
between all attendees and a strong appreciation that this kind of knowledge sharing can
only enhance our capacity to manage heritage sites and structures across the alpine
regions.

Getting hands-on at the old Orroral sheep yards, Tidbinbilla

A FORUM FOR VOLUNTEER CO-ORDINATORS: Back in July, the Alps Program hosted
a small gathering of Volunteer Co-ordinators to discuss the important and growing
contribution that volunteers are making across the alpine region. It was fascinating to hear
the different ways in which partner agencies employ, recognise and reward their
volunteers; the different tasks they perform and the way risk is managed. The forum was
structured to get us thinking about volunteering and what it currently offers people wishing
to connect to and care for the Alps. Volunteers are not only our partners, they’re our
ambassadors and our champions. A key outcome of the forum was the development of a
clear statement of volunteering intent for consideration in the next Australian Alps national
parks Strategic Plan. We also agreed that the Program would dedicate one of its upcoming
newsletters to celebrating our amazing volunteers.

A super-selfie at the Tidbinbilla Sanctuary

ZAC ATKINS’ SKINK UPDATE: The Guthega skink, Liopholis guthega, is a nationally
endangered alpine endemic lizard restricted to two geographically isolated locations above
1600m; the Bogong High Plains in Victoria and Kosciuszko National park in New South
Wales. This species has an extremely limited and highly fragmented distribution, but
threatening processes like climate change, tourism and fire have the potential to further
reduce the alpine zone.
My research investigated the ecology, thermal biology, phylogeography and life history of
the Guthega skink, and here I am going to specifically focus on this species’ diet. Dietary
understanding is important as it effects energetics, can reveal how a species interacts with
its environment and may be altered as a consequence of a changing climate.
Methods: I collected lizard scats, which were preserved and then examined in detail under
a microscope and compared to a reference library. Simultaneously, I pit-trapped to
understand local invertebrate assemblage.
Results: will be published soon, but importantly my study encompassed an entire active
season, capturing seasonal variation that studies have often overlooked. I will reveal a
surprising and important relationship between Guthega skinks and their environment which
will greatly inform both the wild and captive management of this species.
This paper is due to be published soon, so keep an eye out on the next newsletter to hear
about my results, and read my paper. Thanks to the AAnp for the generous support of my
research.
- Zac Atkins, PhD Candidate, Department of Ecology, Environment and Evolution, La Trobe University
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